Three UPIC Full-Time summer Internships are available at the Edisto Research & Education Center (EDISTO REC) in Blackville, South Carolina. Detailed information for the UPIC program is available at https://career.sites.clemson.edu/internship_programs/UPIC_program/students/#open

INTERESTED CANDIDATES SHOULD CONTACT AT:

Bhupinder S. Farmaha
Assistant Professor, Nutrient Management Specialist
Department of Plant & Environmental Sciences, Clemson University
Edisto Research & Education Center
64 Research Road, Blackville, South Carolina 29817
217-778-5170 | bfarmah@clemson.edu

We are looking for a highly motivated applicant with a strong interest in field plot research and enthusiasm to work and interact in an international scientific environment. The applicant should have excellent writing and oral communication skills, ability to work independently and as a part of a team. The applicant should be a quick learner, have good time management skills, and pay attention to details. Pro-activeness is an asset. Initial training for each field and lab activity will be provided. Additionally, the selected candidate will be working in the lab to process soil, plant, and seed for various analyses.

PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS

As a requirement of the UPIC Program, interns will need to enroll in the Internship course and complete \textbf{320 hours} by the last day of finals week. The INT course is mandatory, and the course fee is $200 (\textbf{INT Syllabus Summer 2022}). This course enables a transcript notation upon successful completion of the internship. At the end of the semester, you will be emailed a final evaluation survey to complete, also a requirement of the students' successful completion of the internship.